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This paper mainly focuses on the path planning of mobile robots in complex two-dimensional terrain. It proposes a fuzzy rule-based path planning algorithm for multiple guide points by changing the spatial point-taking
method and combining Dijkstra's and fuzzy logic algorithms. In the process of path planning, the existing algorithms have completed the smoothing process of turning point, but when analyzing the angular acceleration
and linear acceleration of mobile robot in the process of movement, it is found that these paths are still difficult
to meet the motion law of mobile robot. Through the mobile robot Angle range, velocity, acceleration range
such as constraints, can guarantee the absolute path is an excellent way to satisfy the requirement of the mobile
robot motion, combined with the Dijkstra algorithm, by using a fuzzy logic system based on considering the environment status of path planning, motion is more suitable for mobile robot path. The simulation results show
that this algorithm can solve the complex environment that traditional fuzzy inference algorithms cannot plan.
In subsequent studies, this algorithm will extend to group path planning and dynamic environment planning.
KEYWORDS: path planning, fuzzy logic, multiple boot points, Dijkstra, mobile robot.
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1. Introduction
Mobile robots are critical equipment for the development of logistics, medical, military, and many other
aspects and are also effective vehicles to assist and
replace human resources. Mobile robots based on intelligent algorithms and control systems can largely
escape from human control to make decisions and
plan how to accomplish tasks independently, which
is why they are developing in various countries. Since
mobile robots work in non-fixed environments and
locations, they need to make decisions and plan their
movements in new environments, so they have to face
several questions: Where am I? Where do I want to
go? How do I get there? [12] These three questions
correspond to determining the start and goal (or task)
points and how to connect the endpoints within the
constraints. The start point coordinates are input by
the navigation signal. The target point of the task is
usually defined manually or by autonomous task decisions, and how to reach the target point is achieved
by path planning.
The path planning problem is a combinatorial optimization problem [1], which belongs to operations research. The objective is to search among all possible
solutions to find an optimal path function that meets
the constraints. If this function exists, it will be found,
but it will not be searched for indefinitely if it does
not exist. In general, applying the search algorithm
can obtain more than one path, but it must satisfy the
constraints provided and must not intersect with obstacles. When multiple paths are found, the optimal
path among these functions is decided.
Path planning tasks are generally composed of four
parts [38]. The first is to obtain map data through external input or the robot's self-perception. The second
step is to design the search space so that it fits the path
planning algorithm. The third step requires the designed search algorithm to connect the starting point
with the task point through a path and select the path
with the least cost as the initial path according to the
needs of the task. If the initial path is not enough to meet
the needs of robot movement, the initial path needs to
be optimized in the fourth step to make them more in
line with the physical constraints of robot movement
and eliminate the mutation of physical quantity. It can
be seen that the main research direction of path planning task is in the second and third steps.

In terms of search space design, since there is an infinite number of possible paths in a continuous space,
space needs to be discretized based on the needs of
path planning algorithms. The standard methods
for paths are road networks, raster maps, and Tyson
polygons (Voronoi diagrams) [11]. Road networks and
Tyson polygons require more complex calculations of
the boundaries of obstacles within the environment.
Although raster maps can be obtained directly by discretizing the space, they are equivalent to the point
marking the whole map, leading to too many points
and affecting the planning speed. Generally speaking, the more points are selected, the more the path
obtained tends to be the least costly, but the longer
the search time. Therefore, it is necessary to design a
suitable search space according to the algorithm. To
simplify the complexity of space design, and at the
same time reduce the amount of data for planning
way finding points, this paper chooses to use the characteristics of obstacles themselves stored in the environment array, based on the idea of Tyson polygon
graph and designs a search space design method.
The third step of the task - path planning algorithm
design is usually divided into the following five categories: 1) reaction-based planning algorithms, 2)
sampling-based search algorithms, 3) graph search algorithms, 4) heuristic algorithms, and 5) hybrid algorithms. Reaction-based search algorithms are usually
derived from mathematical models and related physical ideas, such as the potential field method using a
mechanical model and a simulated annealing algorithm using a thermodynamic model. Since calculating the impact of environmental factors on the mobile
robot in real-time, dynamic constraints can be imposed. The resulting paths are more accessible for the
robot to follow but may fall into local optimal points.
For example, the potential field method [3, 18, 21].
The second type of sampling-based search algorithm
makes the search tree grow randomly or convergently
by random numbers to faster search speed. Because
of its randomness can be better for particular terrain
such as slits compared to reactive search algorithms.
However, the paths generated usually have many unnecessary inflection points, so it is generally impossible to plan the optimal path. For example, PRM algorithm [6, 20, 25], RRT algorithm [4, 19, 23, 30, 33]. The
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third type of graph search algorithm is usually based
on the idea of breadth-first search, which can be regarded as fully traversed before searching to the target point to find the optimal path accurately under the
algorithm constraints. However, the algorithm time
complexity is high, and at the same time, because the
search direction needs to be time-infinite, the corner
is a fixed value, only four, eight, or 16 directions can be
searched at any one time, and the time complexity of
the algorithm increases dramatically as more directions are searched at the same point-lack of flexibility.
Such as Dijkstra's algorithm [8, 15, 22], A* algorithm
[5, 9, 28, 31], and others. The fourth type of heuristic
algorithm is a new type of algorithm that emerged in
recent years. This algorithm is based on empirical
construction, through multiple training to achieve
convergence, but in general, whether the parameters
set correctly for the map primarily affect the convergence speed of the algorithm. For example, ant colony
algorithms [2, 13, 14, 16], particle swarm algorithms
[10, 17, 26, 27], and others. The fifth category of hybrid
algorithms, on the other hand, obtains the advantages
of multiple algorithms at the same time by integrating
the above four types of algorithms, but this is usually
obtained by paying more time complexity.
For example, in 2019, Yu combined the A* algorithm
and the hybrid algorithm proposed by APF for solving
the path planning problem in an unknown environment [37]. The values of the variables of the above
algorithms are usually defined as fixed values in an
array or as fixed functions, and the output of such
fixed patterns is not always the most reasonable to
handle when planning paths in a positional environment. Fuzzy logic provides an efficient way to obtain
approximate and inexact properties in the real world,
a simple way to handle large amounts of data [24].
Introducing fuzzy controllers into uncertain environments or considering path planning in dynamically constrained scenarios can lead to more flexible
planning results. Traditional fuzzy logic algorithms
use fuzzy logic systems in combination with shortest
path algorithms [7], which can be used to define fuzzy
numbers for the cost between uncertain coordinates
and use them for path planning. Suppose the current
state of the robot is considered to make a fuzzy judgment and guide the robot to the next state. In that case,
a fuzzy controller is used to simulate the traditional
reaction planning algorithm to give an approximately
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reasonable output [34-36]. Since the fuzzy controller
is well integrated with the information to be considered, the feedback is more flexible. It can also consider the effects between the information simultaneously without creating severe local problems [29].
The traditional fuzzy logic algorithm takes the environmental information around the current position
of the mobile robot as the affiliation function. It gets
the next action instruction through fuzzy rules, but
this also leads to the inability of this algorithm to
consider the global map information. Thus, it loses
forward-looking deep planning, which means that the
obstacles faced will be judged as the better decision
in the current situation. However, it may cost more or
fall into a dead-end leading to planning failure in the
future. Therefore, fuzzy logic systems are often used
in combination with other algorithms. Montana and
Keshari proposed a path planning algorithm based on
fuzzy inference system and PRM algorithm in 2019
[20], using fuzzy inference system to re-optimize the
path planned by PRM algorithm and smoothing at the
fold to obtain a smooth path. This algorithm solves
the problem that traditional fuzzy logic algorithms
may fall into "dead ends" in complex environments
while ensuring smooth paths. In 2020, Ning Wang
proposed a hybrid algorithm combining fuzzy algorithm and potential field method for the path planning of unmanned surface vehicles. However, it did
not eliminate the shortcomings of the traditional
fuzzy algorithm in complex terrain planning [32].
The path planning algorithms combined with fuzzy
logic in the previous paragraph plan a path from the
starting point to the endpoint. However, there is a
lack of correlation between each section of the path,
while no indication is given to the speed and angle of
the mobile robot in the path. When the robot follows
the path, in reality, the discontinuity of the speed and
angle may cause the actual trajectory to deviate too
much from the planned path. Based on the problems
of the above path planning algorithm, the proposed
algorithm has the following innovations:
1 A new path search method is provided to search

forward paths by constantly searching forward
fuzzy logical order points.

2 In the process of path planning, factors such as

maximum speed, maximum acceleration, and maximum rotation angle of the mobile robot are taken
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Figure 1
Flow chart of Fuzzy-GK algorithm
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into account to provide predetermined values of
speed and heading for each step, ensuring the continuity of speed turning angle and making the final
path more in line with the requirements of robot
movement.
3 The fuzzy logic controller is used to determine the
next movement according to the current state of
the robot, which makes the movement selection
more flexible and further improves the safety of the
movement.
In order to better explain the specific process of the
algorithm proposed in this paper and facilitate the
understanding of the following contents, the specific
process is shown in Figure 1.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the information that needs to be considered by
the mobile robot in path planning. Section 3 explains
how the search space is handled and how the Dijkstra
algorithm ranks the points. Section 4 describes how
to use the ranking points to guide the fuzzy controller
for path planning. Section 5 gives a comparison of the
proposed method with other path planning methods.
Section 6 summarizes the simulation results and offers the future directions of the algorithm.

2. Problem Definition
Before introducing the Fuzzy-GK algorithm, the problem faced by the mobile robot needs to be defined. This
chapter will describe the problem to be solved by the
path planning algorithm. The constraints it receives
will be defined. The environmental parameters and
mobile robot information identified in the algorithm
during planning will also be determined.
The path planning algorithm aims to obtain a path
that points from the starting point to the endpoint.
The constraints come mainly from two aspects: the
search space and the mobile robot. In terms of search
space, the mobile robot must not touch or cross the
obstacle zone and not drive away from the defined
area during its action. In terms of the mobile robot,
the size of the mobile robot itself and the effect of its
speed on its turning ability is taken into account. In
addition, how-to guide the mobile robot more precisely when it performs path tracking is also one issue.
Before solving the above problem, the following information needs to be defined in advance, the search
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space will be stored in an array, and the feasible and
obstacle zones will be specified. Define the starting and ending coordinates and ensure that they are
within the feasible zone. Since the search method is
to converge to the endpoint, it is difficult for a robot
to reach the predetermined point, so a circular area
with the endpoint coordinates as the center and the
diagonal length of the mobile robot as the radius is set
as the endpoint area. The mobile robot needs to determine its length and width, initial speed and direction,
maximum speed and maximum steering angle, and
determine the correspondence between speed and
turning angle.

3. Search Space Design
This section will introduce the method of search
space design. As shown in Figure 1, the storage situation of two-dimensional map data is generally stored
in a two-dimensional array. The number of rows and
columns in which the points are located represents
the coordinate values. The 0s and 1s within the array
express whether this coordinate is passable or not, respectively.
Suppose the map's shape and distribution of obstacles
are complicated or the map range is too extensive. In
that case, the imported environment map is needed,
for the search space is designed to reduce the search
volume of the path planning algorithm and improve
the search speed. This algorithm chooses to identify
the obstacle boundary points and connects them with
the next obstacle in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The midpoint of the line segment
is taken as the marker point. The specific method is
described below.
First of all, we need to determine the boundary
points of the obstacles in the array. We can determine
whether the coordinates around the point are obstacles to determine whether this coordinate is a boundary point. Generally speaking, a point can be judged as
a boundary point when at least one of the four directions up, down, left, right, and center can touch the feasible area. However, to reduce the number of boundary points and speed up the search, the points that can
touch the feasible area in at least two directions are
selected as boundary points. After that, a line segment
is made from the boundary point to explore the fea-
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sible area until the next obstacle is encountered. The
midpoint of the line segment of this exploration path
is taken as a marker point. This method ensures that
the convergence point of the path is not too close to
the obstacle (as in Figure 2).
Figure 2
Schematic diagram of road marking points taking points

Δθ=tan-1
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y -y
y2 -y1
-tan-1 1 0 ,
x2 -x1
x1 -x0

(4)

where the previous point coordinates are (x0, y0), the
current point coordinates are (x1, y1), the search point
coordinates are (x2, y2), the minimum turning radius of
the mobile robot is r, VED denotes the Euclidean distance, turningPrice denotes the turning cost, and diatanceCostjudge denotes the total cost (as in Figure 3).
Figure 3
Schematic diagram of distance parameters

After having the marker points, sorting them and organizing the shortest sequence of marker points as
the guide coordinates is necessary. This sequence
requires no obstacles between the two marker points
before and after, minimizing the total cost. Compared with the global map, the number of points has
been dramatically reduced, so Dijkstra's algorithm
is chosen for shortest path planning. The traditional
Dijkstra algorithm calculates the cost using the displacement cost expressed as the Euclidean distance
between two points, but this will quickly. The cost
function of Dijkstra's algorithm is as follows:
diatanceCustjudge = VED + turningPrice

(1)

VED= (x1 -x2 )2 +(y1 -y2 )2

(2)

turningPrice=2πr

Δθ
π

(3)

4. Implementation of FUZZY-GK
This section describes the fuzzy logic path planning
algorithm (FUZZY-GK) based on geometric signs and
dynamic constraints. In general, the algorithm follows the model of asking for a path by asking for two
subsequent guide coordinates to search for a path.
The first step is to set the information about the surroundings that the algorithm needs to move the robot
when planning the path. The forward distance (F)
will be selected as the minimum value of the distance
from the left front end (FL) and the right front end
(FR) of the mobile robot to the obstacles in front. In
addition, the mobile robot needs to detect the obstacle in the oblique front. The mobile robot’s left front
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end detects the distance to the left front 45° direction
of the obstacle (LFN) and detects the distance to the
left front 45° after traveling forward at the current
speed (LFE). The correct front obstacle measurement method is the same (RFN, RFE). In addition,
the deviation angle between the current direction of
the mobile robot and the direction of the target point,
and the distance of the current position from the target point (DG).
Due to the large number of fuzzy sets considered, the
traditional Mamdani inference method was chosen
to simplify the definition of fuzzy relations, using the
max-min operation to compose the algorithm. The
fuzzy inference system integrates the obstacle distance (including front, left front, and right front), the
angle between the direction of the target point and the
direction of motion, the distance to the target point,
and the previous direction turn. The output is the angle of the next turn. From the turn angle obtained in
the previous step, the speed maintained in the next
step can be calculated. The speed is calculated from
the current speed, the size of the turn angle, and the
distance to the left and suitable front obstacles after
traveling forward at the current speed together. Thus,
we obtain a method for step-by-step path planning in
an austere environment using a fuzzy logic system.
Next, the guiding coordinates will be used to guide the
mobile robot around more complex areas. In Chapter
3, we have used the boundary points of the obstacles
and Dijkstra's algorithm to obtain a minimal sequence
of guiding coordinates (Goal []), which will serve as
temporary goal points that will guide the mobile robot
in order until it reaches the end of the exploration.
Using a sequence of guide coordinates to segment
the overall path can effectively plan complex environments with multiple turns. However, it is easy to
form large-angle corners when switching temporary
target points, making the planned path lose coherence. Therefore, in this algorithm, except for the last
segment toward the endpoint, the mobile robot will
call the next two guide coordinates in the sequence to
guide it together. As the current position approaches
the next guidance coordinate, the temporary target
point will gradually shift to the second guidance coordinate to make the path smoother.
It is not feasible to use a moving temporary target
point in all cases. In a narrow, large-angle turn, the
mobile robot controlled by the fuzzy logic system may
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not be able to bypass the obstacle altogether and hit it.
In this case, this section of the path will be guided by
the next guide coordinates to make a fixed temporary
target point to pass this obstacle zone.
When no obstacle is detected between the current position and the endpoint, the target point of the robot
will be locked at the endpoint. When the mobile robot
enters the endpoint area, the planning is judged to be
finished.

5. Simulation and Analysis
In this section, three different environments are designed to simulate the written path planning procedure using simulation software, and the simulation results are analyzed and compared with other
algorithms. The map used for the simulation is a
500×500-pixel two-color map, with black representing the obstacle area and white representing the
feasible area. The three environments are named
Environment 1, Environment 2, and Environment 3.
Environment 1 is a simple space consisting of ordinary rectangular obstacles, and the mobile robot only
needs to perform simple obstacle avoidance operations to reach the target point. Environment 2 consists of lines that form an encircling obstacle, and the
mobile robot needs to circumnavigate several times to
find the target point. Environment 3 contains curvededge obstacles and complex obstacle areas, and the
mobile robot needs to carefully navigate the obstacles
and find the most reasonable path to travel.
Environment 1 is a search space consisting of ordinary rectangular obstacles (as in Figure 4). The four
corners of the rectangular map are marked to determine the range of coordinates. The coordinates of the
upper left corner of the map are marked as (0, 0), the
coordinates of the lower right corner are (500, 500),
the coordinates of the start point are (10, 10), and the
coordinates of the endpoint are (490, 490). In addition, set the size of the mobile robot to 10×10, the
maximum speed to 10, the maximum rotation angle to
60°, and the maximum acceleration to 3. Set the start
point to (10, 10); the start angle is 60°; the speed is 4;
the endpoint to (490, 490). The termination area is a
circular area of radius 20 with the termination point
as the circle's center.
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Figure 4
Environment 1 map
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Figure 5
Simulation results of path planning in environment 1

Table 1
Simulation results of this algorithm in environment 1
Step

X

Y

Angle

Speed

Price

1

10

10

1.047198

4

0

2

13.81369

15.8699

0.576166

7

7

3

19.69528

23.95736

0.628781

10

17

4

25.6664

31.97893

0.639896

10

27

5

31.61799

40.01502

0.637463

10

37

6

37.44347

48.14298

0.62186

10

47

7

43.05355

56.42108

0.595603

10

57

8

48.36121

64.89626

0.559505

10

67

9

53.45253

73.50315

0.534176

10

77

10

58.37982

82.20498

0.515223

10

87

11

63.18061

90.97723

0.500744

10

97

12

67.89871

99.79423

0.491343

10

107

13

72.51969

108.6625

0.48036

10

117

14

77.2064

117.4962

0.487786

10

127

15

82.22577

126.1453

0.525837

10

137

16

87.16255

134.8417

0.516313

10

147

17

91.6446

143.781

0.464757

10

157

18

95.93569

152.8136

0.443506

10

167

19

100.6097

161.5973

0.489019

9.949874

176.9499
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Step

X

Y

Angle

Speed

Price

20

104.8177

169.553

0.486512

9

185.9499

21

112.7996

175.5769

0.924298

10

195.9499

22

118.0113

180.2502

0.839811

7

202.9499

23

125.9063

186.3876

0.910006

10

212.9499

24

134.1472

192.0522

0.968588

10

222.9499

25

142.6389

197.3334

1.014415

10

232.9499

26

151.2777

202.3703

1.042925

10

242.9499

27

160.8266

205.3399

1.269293

10

252.9499

28

170.5295

207.7596

1.326402

10

262.9499

29

180.3863

209.4458

1.401362

10

272.9499

30

190.3006

210.7525

1.439758

10

282.9499

31

200.2546

211.7098

1.47492

10

292.9499

32

210.2252

212.4767

1.494024

10

302.9499

33

220.098

210.8872

1.730428

10

312.9499

34

228.8244

213.0896

1.32357

9

321.9499

35

238.6313

215.0453

1.373962

10

331.9499

36

248.5118

216.5864

1.416068

10

341.9499

37

258.2129

219.013

1.325688

10

351.9499

38

267.9619

221.2397

1.346246

10

361.9499

39

276.4524

226.5228

1.014192

10

371.9499

40

284.5525

229.0503

1.26833

8.485281

380.4352

41

292.5402

235.0667

0.925239

10

390.4352

42

297.1451

243.5399

0.497815

9.643651

400.0788

43

302.4898

247.4861

0.934801

6.643651

406.7225

44

308.832

254.7508

0.717716

9.643651

416.3661

45

314.3737

263.0748

0.587359

10

426.3661

46

320.9954

270.5684

0.72371

10

436.3661

47

326.6545

278.813

0.601539

10

446.3661

48

332.8814

286.6377

0.672179

10

456.3661

49

338.0398

295.2046

0.541981

10

466.3661

50

343.1234

303.816

0.533287

10

476.3661

51

348.0599

312.5126

0.516274

10

486.3661

52

352.9828

321.217

0.514716

10

496.3661

53

357.977

329.8805

0.522933

10

506.3661

54

363.0673

338.488

0.534063

10

516.3661

55

368.2494

347.0406

0.544753

10

526.3661

56

373.5214

355.538

0.555299

10

536.3661

57

378.883

363.9791

0.565887

10

546.3661
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Step

X

Y

Angle

Speed

Price

58

384.3343

372.3627

0.57654

10

556.3661

59

389.8737

380.6882

0.587095

10

566.3661

60

395.5016

388.9542

0.597753

10

576.3661

61

401.2275

397.1526

0.609666

10

586.3661

62

407.0609

405.2749

0.622831

10

596.3661

63

412.9987

413.3212

0.635747

10

606.3661

64

419.0174

421.3071

0.645844

10

616.3661

65

425.1091

429.2375

0.655008

10

626.3661

66

431.3523

437.0492

0.674266

10

636.3661

67

437.9462

444.5672

0.720008

10

646.3661

68

445.2357

451.413

0.816777

10

656.3661

69

453.314

457.2216

0.94741

9.949874

666.316

70

461.1476

461.9791

1.025006

9.165151

675.4811

71

468.5519

466.1237

1.060492

8.485281

683.9664

72

475.0818

469.4942

1.09431

7.348469

691.3149

73

480.2453

472.0117

1.117156

5.744563

697.0594

74

484.0904

473.8048

1.134436

4.242641

701.3021

Simulation using Matlab leads to the planned path
shown in Figure 5. The planning time under this map
is 11.69s, and the length of the planned path is 701.3.
In planning the path, the algorithm records the position, velocity, direction angle, and the cost of the distance spent at each step, and the recorded values are
shown in Table 1. The velocity and direction angle are
plotted to obtain the line graph shown in Figures 6-7.
The horizontal coordinate is the number of steps, the
vertical coordinate of Figure 6 is the velocity, and the

vertical coordinate of Figure 7 is the directional angle
radian value. It can be seen that the velocity of the mobile robot increases uniformly from the initial velocity to the maximum velocity in the open area in the initial section (1 to 20 steps), and the directional angle
is kept constant. In the middle section, from 21 to 45
steps, the mobile robot detects the surrounding obstacles. It makes the angle adjustment while decreasing
the speed several times to adapt to the turning angle.
In the end, the mobile robot drives into the open area

Figure 6
Statistical graph of speed variation

Figure 7
Schematic diagram of directional angle change

irectional angle
change/rad/s

variation/step/s2

15
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20

40
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60
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0

20

40
time/s

60
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again. It makes only minor directional adjustments
towards the endpoint, thus maintaining the maximum speed smoothly until it decelerates near the
endpoint. The mobile robot strictly follows the predetermined speed, acceleration, and corner limits, and
large corners only occur when the speed is reduced.
In this way, it provides a good reference value for the
mobile robot to follow the path.
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Figure 8
Environment 2 map

Environment 2 is the obstacle space composed of
loops (as in Figure 8). Let the starting position be the
center point of the loop (250, 250), and the ending
point be located at (490, 490). The path planning of
environment 2 using this algorithm is also simulated
using the A* algorithm, PRM algorithm, RRT algorithm, and traditional fuzzy logic algorithm under the
same map, respectively.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 9. A is
the Fuzzy-GK algorithm, b is the A* algorithm, c is
the PRM combined with the Dijkstra algorithm, and
d is the RRT algorithm. The simulation time and
path length of several algorithms are summarized
as shown in Table 2. The algorithm comprises three
parts: determining boundary point coordinates, sorting boundary points, and finding the optimal path.
Set the number of boundary point coordinates as n.
The complexity of the three steps is O(l),O(m2),O(n),
Where l is the number of grid points, m is the number
of boundary points, n is the planned number of nodes,
so the total complexity of this algorithm is O(l+n+m2).
The complexity of the Dijkstra algorithm is O(l2), and
the complexity of the A* algorithm is O(llogl). In this
algorithm, m is far less than l, so it has minor complexity than the Dijkstra algorithm and A*. On the
other hand, although the complexity of the PRM algorithm and RRT algorithm is O(l), it can be found
by comparison that several different algorithms have
folding angles close to obstacles, which may cause
the robot to have to stop and turn or deviate from the
planned path in practical applications. The PRM algorithm is prone to fail to find the path when there
are not enough sampling points due to its highly random nature. The path planned by the RRT algorithm
has a large number of unnecessary folds. Traditional
fuzzy logic algorithms cannot plan in such loops. In
contrast, the present algorithm considers the speed
and corner constraints of the mobile robot, and the
planned paths are more reasonable than the traditional algorithm.

Figure 9
Simulation results of the four algorithms in environment 2:
this algorithm (In the upper left), A* algorithm (In the upper
right), PRM algorithm (In the lower-left), RRT algorithm (In
the lower right)

In natural environments, obstacles are not always
standard rectangles with a simple distribution as in
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the first two. The natural environment has obstacles
with curved edges, greater density, and more complex distribution. There is an optimal local region in
the environment, which should be fully considered in
the planning for the limitation of speed on the corner
and whether the route of the mobile robot is attracted
by the local optimal point and cannot get the planned
path smoothly. For this complex situation, a map such
as Environment 3 is built and simulated.
Table 2
The simulation time and path length of several algorithms in
environment 2
Arithmetic

Simulation
time/(s)

path
length/(step)

kmeans++

Fuzzy-GD

57.695

2467.75

O(l+n+m2)

A*

750.14

2311.56

O(llogl)

PRM

15.36

2447.32

O(l)

RRT

21.367

3265.91

O(l)

The map of Environment 3 and its simulation results
are shown in Figure 10. The coordinates of the start
point are (10, 10), and the coordinates of the endpoint
are (490, 490). In addition, set the size of the mobile
robot to 6×6, the maximum speed to 6, the maximum
rotation angle to drop back below a certain threshold.
When returning to the open area, the speed gradually
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returns to the maximum speed. Moreover, the mobile
robot successfully avoids entering the wrong area and
runs around the obstacle to the endpoint.60°, and the
maximum acceleration to 2. Set the start point to (10,
10). As can be seen from the figure, when the mobile
robot approaches an obstacle or the corner becomes
large, its speed drops back below a certain threshold.
When returning to the open area, the speed gradually
returns to the maximum speed. Moreover, the mobile
robot successfully avoids entering the wrong area and
runs around the obstacle to the endpoint.
Finally, in order to more clearly show the differences of this algorithm compared to existing algorithms,
we take the maps in the papers of Montana and Keshari as one of the maps of this algorithm. Through
the planned paths, we can know that the path planned
by this algorithm is smoother. No corner with small
radius appears, as shown in Figure 11. At the same
time, as shown in Figure 12, in the original algorithm,
there were many instantaneous large Angle changes,
which obviously did not conform to the actual motion
law. However, in the path planning of this algorithm,
Angle changes were continuous, which met the actual
motion law. At the same time, it is worth noting that
the path planned by this algorithm is farther away
from obstacles and will not be too close to obstacles,
which is of great benefit to the actual movement of
mobile robots in most cases.

Figure 10
Environment 3 map (on the left), the simulation results in environment 3 (on the right)
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Figure 11
The path planned by the original algorithm (on the left) [20], the path planned by this algorithm (on the right)

Figure 12
The angle change of the trajectory in the original algorithm (at the top) [20], The angle change of motion trajectory in this
algorithm (at the bottom)
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5. Conclusions
This paper proposes a method to handle the search
space based on geometric methods and uses fuzzy
logic algorithms for path planning. It solves the dimensional constraint of the mobile robot during path
planning, considers the effect of the turning angle on
the speed, and balances the planning time and path
length. At the same time, the reference values of velocity and deflection angle are identified for each position point, which provides data support for the path
tracking of the mobile robot in reality.

the algorithm has a good effect on multi-factor processing in a complex environment. However, when
there are too many obstacles, it may be impossible to
obtain the path that satisfies the movement of mobile
robots, which is still one of the future research directions. At the same time, how to extend this algorithm
to a high-dimensional environment to obtain application value is also worth studying, which is meant
for planning the motion of underwater or aerial highspeed robots in complex environments.

Compared with the original algorithm, the planned
path turns less and does not have large angular acceleration, which is more in line with the motion law of
mobile robots and has good value. At the same time,
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